
CROCHET PATTERN

Funny Bunny
Crop top

Design: Hookloopsarah | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
1 (2, 3, 3) skein(s) of Honey Bunny color 94
1 (2, 2, 2) skein(s) of Honey Bunny color 98
1 (2, 2, 2) skein(s) of Honey Bunny color 111
1 (2, 2, 2) skein(s) of Honey Bunny color 116
1 (2, 2, 2) skein(s) of Honey Bunny color 97

Crochet hook 7 mm (US 10.5/K)
Stitch markers

YARN QUALITY
Honey Bunny, Hobbii

100 % Polyester
100 g = 120 m

GAUGE
10 cm x 10 cm (4” x 4”) = 9 sts x 6 rows in
FPdc

ABBREVIATIONS
ch = chain
yo = yarn over
ss = slip stitch
sc = single crochet
dc = Double crochet
FPdc = Front Post double crochet
BobSt = bobble stitch (yo, 5dc half closed
and joined together at the top)
BegBobSt = beginning bobble stitch (ch3,
4dc half closed and joined together at the
top)
Inc = increase
FPdcDec = work 1 FPdc around 2 FPdcs 2
rounds below
Prev = previous
Col = colour
Sp = space

SIZE
S (M, L, XL)

MEASUREMENTS
Neckline: 26 cm / 10.2” (same for all sizes)
Width: 45 (48, 51, 54) cm / 17.7” (18.8”, 20”,
21.3”)
Length: 40 (42, 44, 46) cm / 15.7” (16.5”, 17.3”,
18.1”)
Sleeves: 14 cm / 5.5” (same for all sizes)

PATTERN INFORMATION
The top is worked top-down in FPdc, changing
colours on each round. The short sleeves are
added at the end and worked in BobSt.
The length of both the top and sleeves can be
easily adjusted to your own taste.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiifunnybunny
#hobbiidesign

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/funny-bunny-crop-top

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

INFO AND TIPS
The top is worked top-down with a square raglan yoke in FPdcs, changing yarn colour after each
round. The bottom ribbing is made alternating 2 dcs with 1 FPdc. The short sleeves are worked
in BobSt around, changing colour after each round and completed with a round in sc.

● The numbers correspond to size S, while all numbers in brackets correspond to sizes (M, L,
XL). Where nothing is stated, the numbers apply to all sizes.

● 1st FPdc of rounds is made as follows: ch1, then FPdc in FPdc of prev round.
● At the end of each round (body) always finish with a ss in 3rd ch of initial 3/in beginning FPdc.
● Work at corners (marked sts = Increases): *dc, ch2, dc*.
● The colours sequence throughout the pattern is as follows (sleeves excluded): 94, 98, 111,

116, 97.
● How to change colour (Body): ss in next FPdc, insert hook in next ch2 sp, yarn over with new

col and ss.
● You can either decide to cut off yarn at the end of each round and attach it again when you

need it, or to leave it attached and hanging (in the inside of the work), ready to be used when
you need it.
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BODY
With yarn in col 94, ch 52. Close the chain into a ring, making sure that the chain is not
twisted. Place 4 st markers in the chain, each one after 12 sts
(it is a square yoke, see Chart 1).

St marker (Inc) St marker (Inc)
12 sts

12 sts                                                                                12 sts

12 sts
St marker (Inc) St marker (Inc)

CHART 1: Yoke

ROUND 1: ch3 (counts as 1 dc), then dc around. Work an Inc in each corner (= marked st) as
follows: *dc, ch2, dc* in same st. Finish with a ss in 3rd ch of initial 3.

R2: ch1 and FPdc in dc of prev round, FPdc in next st. Then *ch2, skip next 2 sts, 2 FPdc*
around. Just for R2: When you approach the Inc corners, simply interrupt the [ch2, 2 FPdc]
pattern, work the [dc, ch2, dc] Inc, then resume the pattern where you left off before the
Inc. Change to col 98 (see how to in INFO AND TIPS section above).

R3: ch1 and FPdc in dc 2 rounds below (working over the ch2 sp), FPdc in next st (in dc 2
rounds below). Then *ch2, skip next 2 sts, 2 FPdc* around. Change to col 111.

R4: ch1 and FPdc in dc 2 rounds below, FPdc in next st. Then *ch2, skip next 2 sts, 2 FPdc*
around. Change to col 116.

R5: ch1 and FPdc in dc 2 rounds below, FPdc in next st. Then *ch2, skip next 2 sts, 2 FPdc*
around. Change to col 97.

R6: ch1 and FPdc in dc 2 rounds below, FPdc in next st. Then *ch2, skip next 2 sts, 2 FPdc*
around. Change to col 94 again.
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HOW TO WORK AT CORNERS (after Round2):
Work the [ch2, 2 FPdc] pattern up to the Inc corners, work the usual Inc at corners, then resume
the pattern, working sts “as you find them”, i.e. ch2 over FPdcs of prev round and 2 FPdc in FPdcs
2 rounds below.

Always work the same Inc at corners (dc, ch2, dc) until you close the yoke.

Photo 1 shows first rounds of yoke:

Photo 1

R7-R12 (13, 14, 15): continue working as described, alternating the colours in the given
order. Before closing the yoke, try on the piece to make sure it fits comfortably (i.e. to your
own liking).

R13 (14, 15, 16): Closing the yoke
Work in the given pattern until the first corner. There, instead of making the usual Inc, join
the 1st and 2nd corner with one or two dc (depending on what part of the pattern you are at when
you reach the corner. So, for example, if you have just worked ch2 before the corner, close the yoke
with 2 dc (Photos 2 and 3), then proceed on the other side of the corner with another ch2, so that all
sts will present themselves correctly in the following round). Proceed until the 3rd corner with the
usual pattern, then close the second armhole joining the 3rd corner with the 4th as you did
for the first. Complete the round and finish as usual with a ss in beginning st.
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Photo 2                                              Photo 3

R14 (15, 16, 17)-31 (32, 33, 34): continue working the pattern around, with no more
increases, alternating the colours in the given order. At corners, where you closed the yoke,
you should be able to work the pattern correctly (Photo 4).

Photo 4

BOTTOM RIBBING
With yarn in col 94, ch1 and *make a FPdcDec around 2 FPdcs together, 2 rounds below,
then 2 dc in next 2 sts* around. Next, work 2 further rounds, making a FPdc in the FPdcDec
of prev round and 2 dc in the 2 dc of prev round (Photo 5). Fasten off and weave in ends.
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Photo 5

SLEEVES (WORKED TOP-DOWN)
Attach yarn on a ch2 sp of the armhole, preferably at the underarm. Use yarn in the correct
colour order, so if you closed the yoke with yarn in col 94, for example, attach yarn in col 98,
etc.

ROUND 1: BegBobSt, sc in next 2 sts. Then *BobSt, sc in next 2 sts* around.
BobSts will be worked in the ch2 spaces and the 2 sc in the 2 dc of armhole.

Finish with a ss on top of 1st BobSt.
Cut off yarn and change to the next col (in the BobSt rounds col 94 is not used).

ROUNDS 2-8: attach yarn in one of two sc of prev round and make a BegBobSt, then sc in
next 2 sts. Work *BobSt, sc in next 2 sts* around.

ROUND 9: attach yarn in col 94 (wherever) and work in sc around.
Repeat for the 2nd sleeve.

Fasten off and weave in all ends. Done!

Enjoy!
Sarah

HOOKLOOPSARAH
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